
INT: SASHA’S ROOM - NIGHT

We open on a scene completely covered in blood. The walls,
the bed lamp, the bed, completely drenched in red. The
camera pans over a trail of blood to the master bedroom’s
bathroom, where we can see Logan’s back. He is moving
furiously, and we can hear the sounds of chewing.

He turns abruptly to face the camera, showing a long gash
across his face and a knife in his skull. It is clear Sasha
attempted to fight back, but the fight was one-sided.

We cut to an over the shoulder shot facing the bedroom,
where a figure now stands. He is wearing ???

LOGAN
... Hurts...

BRIDGE
I know.

LOGAN
... Hurts...

BRIDGE
I’m sorry I was late. I will fix
this.

LOGAN
... Hungry.

Logan attempts to lunge at Bridge, but Bridge brings his
hands together, and Logan crashes into the wall behind them
instead. Logan, confused, turns around.

We cut to a closeup of Bridge’s fingers as he brings his
thumb and forefinger together. When he does so, the dresser
flings itself onto Logan.

Logan shoves the dresser off, then pulls himself onto his
feet. Bridge opens his hand, and the knife on Logan’s face
pulls itself free, landing in Bridge’s hand. Then, he aims
it and lets it go, piercing Logan in the chest.



INT - LOGAN’S ROOM - NIGHT

Bridge stands in Logan’s room. He looks up at the walls,
then walks to the bed. He traces the same steps that Cage
took in the previous episode. When he finally stands where
Cage stood when she turned Logan, he turns to vomit.

BRIDGE
Disgusting.

Click. Click appears in the foreground, close enough we
only see his silhouette.

CLICK
So this is where she went, huh?

BRIDGE
She put him back in his body,
Click. She twisted him up and
shoved him back in. For us.

CLICK
I know. Let’s just go back, for
now. Cleanup will be here soon.

Click picks up a chess piece from the nightstand. We cut to
a closeup, and it is a pawn with a drop of blood. As he
wipes his hand on the blood, it is apparent the blood is
fresh.


